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ABSTRACT

The rapid evolution of Java and CORBA have enabled the development of an open standard architecture for an electronic medical record which is deployable independent of the hardware architecture and even programming language. We describe the role the TeleMed development supported by the USAMRMC has played in the continued development of this architecture. Patient identification and location is handled through the Object Management Group (OMG) standard Person Identification Service (PIDS) that provides for interoperable patient location between multiple medical facilities over a wide area. The TeleMed project has provided a prototyping effort in this area and has demonstrated the use of a multimedia electronic medical record over a wide area network based on PIDS. Because it is pure Java, it is highly portable, runs unchanged on Win95/NT and Unix, and has a very small footprint, enabling easy deployment in a number of different environments. In addition, the system can utilize standard relational or object databases to provide the persistence. We describe the approaches we have taken and how TeleMed continues to evolve with the various standardized services that are being produced by members of the OMG’s CORBAmed healthcare taskforce. Security is managed over CORBA through public/private key infrastructure implemented both in software and with hardware tokens; experience with the security mechanisms and functionality is discussed. The goal of wide scale integration of electronic medical records is a grand-challenge scale problem of global proportions with far-reaching social benefits.

1: Introduction

The value of distributed computing in the commercial arena has become obvious with the explosion of the Internet. Although the domain of healthcare has been traditionally dominated by single-vendor, proprietary, mainframe systems, the interest in the Internet and the desire to provide more cost-effective healthcare solutions has resulted in a rapid movement toward more flexible, scalable, component-based systems. One of the leading organizations in this effort is the CORBAmed[2] Healthcare Taskforce of the Object Management Group (OMG), which is a non-profit organization of over 850 members developing standard interfaces for distributed object services and infrastructure at the platform and domain (vertical market) levels. The effort builds on existing standards (such as Health Level Seven, HL7 [3] ) as well as advanced system development that is going on in research organizations. TeleMed utilizes and helps to drive these standards by demonstrating the utility of advanced distributed object systems in a non-commercial environment. We are attempting to work with industry to show the utility of collaborative computing in healthcare[4], thus greatly extending the traditional concept of telemedicine. In addition, the infrastructure enables the utilization of advanced, high performance servers in a transparent manner to a healthcare provider.

Although the OMG’s CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture) specification itself is language and platform neutral, we have chosen to develop all of the components in TeleMed with Java because of its portability and rapid development environment. We describe in this paper the architecture we have used, some of the relevant CORBA standards and how they are evolving, some details of the security implementation and the overall functionality and usability of the TeleMed software. Finally, we discuss the impact of this technology on solving some of the global healthcare issues.

2: Architecture
Although there are a number of efforts underway to deliver electronic medical records via the Web[5], we believe a more comprehensive architecture is needed to provide electronic medical records over a wide area network. The TeleMed project is an attempt to help define at least portions of this architecture by demonstrating the value of distributed objects in healthcare.

TeleMed is designed as a distributed object system in which the various healthcare components are dealt with as objects and distributed via the CORBA standard. Java has been used to implement both the client and server side to facilitate portability and ease of development. The strategy is to enable a client to discover and communicate with a variety of servers in such a way as to enable the assembly of a virtual patient record on the client from the multiple sources. The information can have many modalities including images and sound.

In our current configuration, there are at least three servers that must be connected. The first is the authentication server that validates the user and manages the access policy for various servers. This is discussed in more detail in Section 4. The second is a Person Identification Server that utilizes a variety of demographic information to uniquely identify a patient who is the subject of treatment. The current implementation is based on the CORBAmed standard that has recently been adopted by the OMG. Following successful identification of the patient, the client connects to a MedLib server that provides the relevant clinical information for that patient. There might be multiple MedLib servers feeding information to the client. There is no patient identifying information stored in the MedLib server to facilitate epidemiology studies as well as outcomes analysis. The MedLib server is a CORBA interface that provides simple representations of the objects on the server that can be navigated from the client.

The server architecture is designed in such a way that multiple database technologies can be used with no change in the overall system behavior. At the lowest level we use JDBC to connect to relational databases in a portable manner. Above that level we use (as much as possible) the ODMG (Object Database Management Group) Java bindings so that various object databases can be easily used in addition to relational databases. Objects are mapped from the persistent store to the CORBA object model in the server before sending it to the client. This enables one to map from a data representation in the database that may be very different from that provided to the client. The adaptation of the system to a variety of data sources can thus occur with no change in the client’s functionality.

### 3: CORBA Standards

The OMG effort in the early 90’s was focused on providing the low level infrastructure and services to support the remote access of objects. In the last few years, however, the work has expanded to numerous vertical markets, including healthcare. The healthcare taskforce in the OMG is known as CORBAmed. The primary mission of CORBAmed is to improve the quality of care and reduce costs by use of CORBA technologies for interoperability throughout the global healthcare community. CORBAmed defines standardized object-oriented interfaces between healthcare related services and functions. These interfaces serve to promote interoperability between a variety of platforms, operating systems, languages and application.

The design of each Object Service uses and builds on these CORBA concepts:

- Separation of interface and implementation
- Object references are typed by interfaces
- Clients depend on interfaces, not implementations
- Use of multiple inheritance of interfaces
- Use of subtyping to extend, evolve and specialize functionality

The first approved standard coming from CORBAmed is the Person Identification Service (PIDS). Its goal is to provide a standard method of locating person identifiers and their associated records across facilities and enterprises, subject to the confidentiality concerns and the right for anonymous care. This provides for a flexible set of traits that can be matched with varying quality as well as providing for correlation of person identification across multiple domains. TeleMed implements this standard so that multiple, diverse systems can be linked together for patient location information. This linkage is done through the CORBA Trader Service to which the various PIDS servers are registered including the conformance capabilities and traits supported.

The second standard, which is approved, is the Lexical Query Service (LQS) that supports the use of multiple vocabularies in a heterogeneous application environment. Other standards underway include Decision Support Services, Clinical Observation Access Services, healthcare-specific security issues, linking with HL7, biomedical imaging, and pharmacy.

Although far from perfect, we believe the CORBA architecture has great potential and provides an excellent venue for research groups to work together with industry to develop advanced distributed computing tools which
can be useful both to industry and academia. There are a number of working groups and special interest groups (SIGS) that are adopting this model for the advancement of open systems architectures [6].

4: Security

Security is a interesting problem in healthcare because providing robust security is commonly perceived as being in opposition to usability and timely delivery of services. If security substantially delays the access to relevant information, health care providers tend to go around the system, further degrading the overall security. Any system to be used in healthcare must take this issue into account to provide robust security with ease of use. In addition, the complexity of varying roles of healthcare providers also makes the security management difficult. Maintaining privacy and confidentiality when electronic information systems make data much more accessible is of primary importance, too[7]. Finally, the lack of standardized security policies in healthcare compromises the ability to provide a wide-area integrated electronic medical record.

The CORBA architecture has defined a security service called CORBAsec that is in the process of being implemented by a variety of vendors. The standard is very comprehensive and supports authentication, access control, security auditing, secure communication, non-repudiation, and administration[8].

However, because of the delay in delivering security services for Java applications, we have implemented our own security services in pure Java that are compatible with the security services when they become available. This design provides a high level model which will be adequate in the near term and can be enhanced with the security module when it is available. For security, the philosophy is to keep all of the user identification, passwords, and access policies on the server side and expose as little as possible directly in the IDL.

Along with the authentication, every server (including the authenticator) is expected to manage the policies of its data and a user list class is provided to implement policies, along with a simple encryption class for rudimentary secure communications. Further, the servers are expected to implement some of the authenticator IDL.

A secure server/client implementation can be created by:

1. Implementing the authenticator and servers with policy management and using SSL between all connections.
2. Implementing the authenticator and servers with policy management and using COSSecurity services for all connections.
3. Implementing the authenticator and servers with policy management and using encryption/decryption and CORBA::principal as a certificate on an open net.

We have implemented such a system with public/private key infrastructure in both hardware and software. The hardware example has the advantage of preventing duplication of the private key and enabling an easy to manage portable key infrastructure. The hardware we have used is the Cryptographic iButton from Dallas Semiconductor, but other smart-card technologies could also be used. Since the encryption is done selectively, we are able to control the performance penalty of the secure communication channels.

Although we must manually intercept the method invocations to validate the user policy, we are able to provide sufficient granularity of access to flexibly meet the various security requirements in healthcare. The mechanism we use is extremely portable and has no impact on a server’s IDL for the specific service provided. In addition, a single login is supported so that the system has a minimal impact on the usability.

5: Functionality

The TeleMed system is designed to be fairly easily accessible by healthcare providers[9]. Although the client software can be distributed through a web browser at the time of use, we prefer to deliver it separately from the web browser to reduce the performance and security problems. Separate distribution of the client, enables the system to be easily used over the plain old telephone system (POTS), since only the relevant information needs to be moved over the low speed lines. In addition, the Java client can readily communicate with multiple servers which is more difficult when running inside of a browser. Finally, the session security is easier to manage, since one has more control of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM).

The initial communication of the client is with an authenticator to which the servers have also registered. Once the secure authentication has occurred, the user is presented with a screen for searching for the appropriate patients to be considered for treatments and the connection to the relevant medical record servers. Once connected, having been validated for access, the complex healthcare information is displayed in a graphical form to enable rapid comprehension of the treatment history of the patient, including the immunization history. Any individual elements of the medical record can be
navigated to a greater depth by simply clicking on the appropriate icon.

Multiple users can simultaneously view the electronic medical record and view the information provided by another providers in near real time. Thus we have a true collaboratory within the electronic medical record itself. Immunization records constitute a simple set of sharable clinical information of value to most providers today and this is now being supported by TeleMed in this collaborative manner.

The system is being tested at the National Jewish Medical and Research Center in Denver, Colorado for chronic, mycobacterial infections that must be maintained over a long time. It is also being used in a rural teledicine project in rural northern New Mexico following clinical encounters and immunization records, as well as by the Dept of Defense at the US Medical Research and Materiel Command in Fort Detrick, Maryland. It is in the process of being adapted to the existing Teledermatology and Teledentistry systems developed at Walter Reed Army Medical Center and at US MRMC.

The implementation of the system in Java has enabled us to reduce the footprint of the system so that it can run on a compact flash memory card for extreme portability. This enables the individual to carry a personal electronic medical record that is fully networkable with the more permanent long-term electronic medical record. The value of this is currently being explored in the military and for use in patient-managed home healthcare.

6. Conclusions

We have found that Java/CORBA infrastructure provides a flexible, good performing environment for managing multimedia electronic records in a variety of domains. In addition, the standards for sharing distributed objects is evolving rapidly so that the goal of being able to securely assemble a virtual electronic medical record appears to be within reach. With that a near reality, we can foresee the situation in which a physician can have a substantial assist in the treatment of their patients by being able to have the anonymous clinical histories of similar patients at their finger tips. This availability could enable them to determine in almost real-time the best clinical procedures and to discover the emergence of new infectious diseases in a timely manner. This new era of the use of advanced information technology by physicians should allow a widespread use of cost-effective high performance computing for automatic or semi-automatic diagnosis to become commonplace. We believe that improved quality of healthcare will be the clear result of these developments.

In addition, we anticipate the full participation of the patient in the management of their clinical record as well as in the collaborative management of their health.
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